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Abstract—Scratchpad-memory (SPM) based memory hierarchy is a promising alternative to cache-based memory hierarchies, due to the difficulty in scaling caches to processors with high core count. However, explicit data management in software is required on SPM-based memory hierarchies. This paper focuses on optimizing the stack data management on SPM-based multicore processors, as memory accesses to call stack present in most applications. While previous works have developed techniques to enable correct stack pointer management, they have not optimized it. As a result, existing techniques still incur high overhead. This paper proposes an automated compiler-based scheme for efficient pointer management. Our experiments on MiBench benchmarks demonstrate that our scheme almost completely eliminates pointer management overhead. As a result, as compared to the state-of-the-art approach, our approach reduces the average execution time of the benchmarks by 52%. Furthermore, with our approach, the performance of stack management on SPM becomes better than hardware caches on average even with conservative estimates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-power, yet high core-count embedded processors cannot afford the overhead of coherent caches [1], [2], [3], [4]. The scratchpad memory (SPM) based system is a promising alternative, as it provides a fast, low-power, and scalable memory hierarchy—the SPM has 34% less area and consumes 40% less power than a cache of the same capacity [5]. Using SPMs instead of caches not only improves power, but also greatly simplifies the hardware design (and verification). SPMs shift the task of data management from hardware to the software, and therefore, multicore architectures with SPM-based memory hierarchy are termed Software Managed Multicore (SMM) architectures.

In SMM architectures, a core has to fetch data it needs to its local SPM before accessing it. Therefore we need techniques to manage data transfers between the SPM and the main memory. Among all the different types of data (heap, stack or global) to manage, optimized data management for stack data is especially important for performance. [21] shows (via profiling) that stack accesses account for around 64% of overall data accesses in MiBench, a benchmark suite of typical embedded applications [6].

State-of-the-art techniques to manage stack data on SMM architectures move stack data between SPM and main memory at the function call level. Therefore, these techniques need to solve two inter-related problems[7]. i) Stack frame management: stack frame of the function that is going to be executed must be brought into the SPM before it executes, and the stack frames of the functions that are not immediately needed may be evicted to the main memory. ii) Pointer management: if a stack frame of a function was evicted to the main memory, and the currently executing function accesses a local variable of the evicted stack frame (typically through a pointer), then the access is invalid, as shown in figure 1. This is because the pointer still contains the address of the local variable in the SPM before it is evicted. It is therefore vital to correct the address of the pointer, as otherwise the result of the execution will be incorrect.

A previous work, [7] solves the problem of pointer management, by instrumenting the code to translate the pointer address at each definition and use—A definition refers to the write of a new value to the pointer, while a use refers to the read of the value defined by the reaching definition or the last write. While this enables correct execution, it incurs high performance penalty. In this paper, we propose an efficient compiler technique for managing pointers to stack data on SMM architectures. The two key ideas of our approach are: i) instead of translating the pointer address at each use of the pointer inside a function, we translate it only once when it is passed as the argument of the function. As a result, our technique is able to remove a significant portion of the overall
translations. ii) if the stack frame of the function whose local variables are being accessed through pointers is guaranteed to be present in the SPM, then when any of the pointers is accessed, no translation is needed.

Experiments on benchmarks from the MiBench suite [6] show that our approach almost completely eliminates the pointer management overhead, and results in 52% reduction of the average execution time, as compared to the state-of-the-art stack frame management technique [7] on top of the state-of-the-art stack frame management technique [8] on SMM architectures. We also compare the performance of our stack pointer management on SPM with that on a cache-based architecture. Even with conservative estimates, stack data management on SPM outperforms stack data management on a cache-based architecture by 12% on average.

II. RELATED WORK

Stack management techniques in general can be divided into static approaches and dynamic approaches. Static approaches [9], [10], [11] map the most frequently used data to SPM and keep the allocation fixed throughout execution, while dynamic approaches allow the changes to the locations of stack data at run-time. Static approaches do not perform well since they do not take dynamic program behaviors into consideration. As a result, most recent works focus on dynamic SPM management techniques.

Many dynamic techniques [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [7], [8] have been developed to manage stack data on SPM. [12], [13], [14], [15] introduce new hardware functionality to manage the SPM, while the interest of this paper lies in providing software solution to simplified hardware. Among software solutions, [17] and [18] target on arrays specifically, [16] mainly focuses on managing stack data for recursive functions on SPM, while we manage all the data in stack. [19] and [20] both rely on profile information, therefore the input has to be representative for either of them to deliver high-quality output, which is generally difficult. In addition, both approaches have limited support for pointer management. [19] relies on pointer analysis to identify and translate the address for any pointer that refers to the variable that is moved from the main memory to the SPM. If the point analysis fails to identify any such accesses through pointers and thus the requested memory addresses are not translated, the execution may fail, since these accesses end up accessing incorrect locations. [20] simply does not support using stack pointers as call arguments. In this paper we are interested in generic approaches of stack management that do not rely on profiling or pointer analysis, and are able to manage pointers correctly. To our best knowledge, only the Circular Stack Management (CSM) [21], [7], [8] approaches provide such solution. In this paper we will compare our work with [8], which is the latest CSM work with the best performance.

III. BACKGROUND

All the CSM papers use the pointer management proposed in [7]. The pointer management maintains two stack pointers: one in SPM and one in main memory (assume the stack grows from the higher address (stack base) to the lower address (stack top)). It proposes three pointer management functions: \( l2g \), \( g2l \), and \( ptr\_wr \).

Figure 2 explains the functionality of these pointer management functions. Figure 2a shows the original code and the transformed code with pointer management. Figure 2b illustrates \( l2g \) and \( g2l \) calls at line 2 and line 4 in the transformed code respectively, assuming the SPM is not large enough to hold both the stack frames of function \( F1 \) and \( F2 \). When \( F1 \) calls \( F2 \), the stack frame of \( F1 \) must be evicted from SPM to the main memory to make space. The SPM address of stack variable \( a \) defined in \( F1 \) which is passed to \( F2 \) will become an invalid reference by the time it is accessed, since the entire frame of \( F1 \) (thus the stack variable \( a \)) will have been moved to the main memory. In this case, \( l2g \) function should be called on \( a \) in \( F1 \) to calculate the address of the actual location of \( a \) in main memory (line 2 in the transformed code in Figure 2a). Notice when \( l2g(a) \) is called, the stack frame of \( F1 \) has not been evicted to the main memory yet. Therefore, the value of \( l2g(a) \) indicates the memory location \( a \) will be moved to. At that time, \( l2g(a) \) is smaller than the value of the memory stack pointer, and their distance is the same as the difference between the value of the SPM stack base and the SPM address of \( a \), as offset in Figure 2b indicates (the upper figure of Figure 2b). After \( F1 \) is evicted to the main memory, the value of memory stack pointer is decreased by the size of the stack frame of \( F1 \).
Consequently, $l2g(a)$ refers to the actual location of $a$, which becomes larger than the value of memory stack pointer (the lower figure of Figure 2b).

The result of $l2g(a)$ is passed as an argument to $F2$ as its parameter $p$. $F2$ then calls $g2l$ function before dereferencing it (line 4 in the transformed code). Since cores cannot access main memory directly, $g2l(p)$ allocates a local buffer in SPM, followed by a DMA instruction to read the value from the main memory location specified by $p$—or equally $l2g(&a)$—and then return the address of the local buffer. The correct value can then be read from the local buffer. Finally, $F2$ modifies the value pointed by $p$, and calls $ptr\_wr$ to write back the modification from SPM to main memory (line 6 in the transformed code).

Pointer management functions will not alter program semantics. Consider the example in Figure 2 again, but this time we assume that the SPM is large enough to hold the stack frames of both $F1$ and $F2$. Therefore, when $F2$ is called, the stack frame of $F1$ is still in the SPM, and we can safely remove the stack frame management around line 3 at the transformed code in Figure 2a. In such a case, the call to $g2l$ in $F2$ (line 4) will do nothing but reverting the address translation done by the $l2g$ function in $F1$ (line 2), and reading from the SPM address of $a$, which is the input to the $l2g$ function. Similarly, $ptr\_wr$ will revert the translation and write to the SPM address of $a$ directly. Whether a stack variable has been evicted from the SPM to memory can be told as below. If an address that is passed to $g2l$ or $ptr\_wr$ is smaller than or equal to the value of memory stack pointer, then the stack variable the address refers (thus the enclosing stack frame) is still in the SPM. In this case, $g2l$ or $ptr\_wr$ just need to revert the address translation done by $l2g$ and read from or write to the SPM address. Otherwise, if the address is greater than the value of the memory stack pointer, then the stack variable has been evicted, and $g2l$ and $ptr\_wr$ will go ahead and perform required DMA operations. Therefore, even though pointer management from [7] unnecessarily inserts extra pointer management functions, it can still ensure the correctness of the execution of programs.

Pointer management from [7] solves the problem for correctness, but not for performance. On the other hand, our approach removes unnecessary calls to pointer management functions and improves performance of applications noticeably.

### IV. KEY IDEAS OF OUR APPROACH

While the state-of-the-art pointer management from [7] solves the pointer corruption issue correctly, it calls the $l2g$ function at every definition of stack data pointers, and the $g2l$ function on every use of the pointers, and results in unnecessary calls to pointer management functions, which eventually slows down the execution of programs.

Figure 3a and 3b show the original code and the code with the pointer management from [7]. The calls to $l2g$ in line 4 in Figure 3b is not necessary, since the pointer $p2$ is only used in the same function the variable $b$ is defined. Meanwhile, although the calls to $g2l$ in line 6 is necessary, it can be promoted to be outside of the loop to avoid repeated computations. Notice the calls to $g2l$ in line 6 can not be eliminated or reduced by standard compiler optimizations such as common subexpression elimination or loop invariant code motion. This is because $g2l$ function needs to access some global states (implemented as global/static variables), such as the current values of the stack pointers, which could be changed by function calls and stack frame management between any two consecutive $g2l$ calls. These interactions with global states prevent standard compiler optimizations from removing or relocating $g2l$ calls, since the compiler cannot guarantee the changes will not cause any unexpected side effect to the semantic of programs.

This work aims to reduce these overheads based on two key ideas: i) we only manage pointers when they are used as call arguments instead of each of the uses, so that we only need to translate once at the caller and the called function respectively. ii) if the stack frame of a function is definitely in the SPM, then any accesses via pointers to the local variables in the
F.0 is called, the type of the argument that is referred by the flow at run-time. Consider the call graph in Figure 4. When be stack, heap or global variables, depending on the control the same parameter may refer to multiple arguments that can multiple locations during the execution of a program, therefore referring to stack variables. A function may be called at any pointer-type arguments at function calls are potentially of all, we perform an inter-procedural analysis to find out if we insert pointer management functions properly based on the of each group can fit into the SPM at once. In the last step, calls in the call graph into groups, so that all the stack frames of function calls, and perform the stack frame management and pointer management.

V. DETAILS OF OUR APPROACH

A. Steps of Our Approach

To achieve the efficient pointer management, our approach takes three steps. First, we need to decide if any pointer-type arguments of a function can be potential references to stack variables. Second, we will run the analysis to divide function calls in the call graph into groups, so that all the stack frames of each group can fit into the SPM at once. In the last step, we insert pointer management functions properly based on the previous analyses.

1) Identifying Stack Data Pointers at Function Calls: First of all, we perform an inter-procedural analysis to find out if any pointer-type arguments at function calls are potentially referring to stack variables. A function may be called at multiple locations during the execution of a program, therefore the same parameter may refer to multiple arguments that can be stack, heap or global variables, depending on the control flow at run-time. Consider the call graph in Figure 4. When F.0 is called, the type of the argument that is referred by the parameter p1 may have three different types. If the control flow comes from F.2, and cond is evaluated to be true in F.2, then the argument passed to F.0 is a pointer to stack variable a, which is defined in F.1 and passed to F.2 when it is called; Otherwise, if the cond is evaluated to be false, then the argument is a pointer to the global variable g. If the control flow comes from F.3 to F.0, then p1 in F.0 refers to the heap data referred by hp in F.3. Since the actual control flow is not known at compile-time, we have to conservatively assume p1 refers to a stack variable.

To accomplish such analysis, we first go through all the functions and identify all the pointer-type formal parameters. Once we find such a parameter, we check all the call sites of the function, and find out all the possible arguments. Any of these arguments that refers to stack data needs to be managed.

Several cases pose challenges for this analysis. When a pointer to stack data is passed as an argument to a recursive function, then we need to call l2g on the pointer, and call g2l on the result of l2g function that is passed to the called function in the called function. This is because we do not know how many times the recursion will happen at compile time, so we need to conservatively assume the stack frame of the caller is evicted when the called function is executed. When the type of the variable a pointer refers to cannot be identified, we conservatively assume it is a stack pointer and manage it.

2) Identifying Coexistent Stack Frames: This step decides which stack frames can exist in SPM at the same time. We use the same analysis from Smart Stack Data Management heuristic (SSDM)[8]. Here we just explain the high-level idea. Details of the algorithm can be found in [8].

The general idea of SSDM is that instead of managing stack frames one at a time at every function call, we can manage multiple stack frames of consecutive function calls along any path of a call graph at the same time. Instead of evicting the stack frame of the caller function from the SPM to main memory to make space for the called function whenever a function call happens, we can keep allocating SPM space for stack frames of function calls, and perform the stack frame management all at once only when there is not enough SPM space.

In the given call graph in Figure 5, the size of the stack
of stack frame of each function is 128 KB, and the size of the available SPM space is 256 KB. Therefore, the available SPM space can hold two stack frames at once. Assume the SPM is empty at first, then in the given call graph, we know the stack frame management are only necessary when $F1$ calls $F2$, or when $F1$ calls $F4$. Any other function calls do not need such management. For example, right before $F0$ calls $F1$, the SPM only keeps the stack frame of $F0$, which takes up 128 KB space. The spare space in the SPM is large enough to hold the stack frame of $F1$. Therefore, no stack frame management is needed when this call happens. As a result, we can divide the call graph into three groups, $\{F0,F1\}$, $\{F2,F3\}$, and $\{F4\}$. The three groups are separated from each other by the dash lines in the figure, or what are termed cuts. Each cut between two adjacent groups indicates the need for inserting stack frame management functions. When any function call crosses a cut, the stack frames of the group the caller is in (currently in the SPM) are moved to the SPM, and the stack frames of the group the called function is in are brought from the main memory to the SPM. For instance, before $F1$ calls $F2$ in Figure 5, the SPM holds the stack frames of $F0$ and $F1$. When $F1$ calls $F2$, the stack frames of $F0$ and $F1$ are evicted to the main memory, and the stack frames of $F2$ and $F3$ are brought to the SPM.

Once we divide the call graph into different groups, we know the stack frame management is only needed for function calls that crosses any two different groups. This is true for pointer management as well, since pointer management is necessary only if stack frames are moved due to stack frame management.

Our analysis initially places a cut on each edge of the call graph, which specifies the need of stack management (both of stack frame management and pointer management) for the call represented by the edge, and then greedily remove the cut which will result in the greatest reduction of stack management overhead—for instance, inserting management functions within a loop should be avoided as far as possible—while not violating the constraint that the sizes of stack frames between any two cuts should not be greater than the available SPM space, until it can not find any such cut.

3) Inserting Pointer Management Functions: Once we have the necessary information ready, we can decide where to insert pointer management functions. We first go through the call graph and check (1) if any function call passes any pointers that may refer to stack variables (from the analysis done in V-A1), and (2) if the stack frames that enclose these stack variables are in the SPM when the pointers are accessed in the called function, or in other words, if the called function that accesses the pointers belongs to the same group of the function that defines the stack variables (from the analysis done in V-A2). Upon the confirmation of both conditions, we need to call l2g function on these pointers; otherwise, if any such pointer is not referring to a stack variable, or the stack variable the pointer refers to is in the SPM, then no pointer management is required for this pointer.

If we call l2g on a pointer-type argument on any call site of the called function, we need to call g2l and ptr_wr function in the called function for reads and writes to the pointer respectively, since we do not know which call site will the control flow comes at compile-time. While this may cause unnecessary calls to g2l and ptr_wr functions, we have explained that extra pointer management functions will not affect the correctness of programs. On the other hand, if we do not conservatively insert these pointer management functions in the called function, the correctness of execution will not be guaranteed, since there is a chance that the control flow may come from the caller function with l2g function calls at run-time.

As an optimization, we reuse the local buffer created by g2l function, in contrast to creating new buffer and destroying it every time by the previous approach. Figure 6 shows an example. The previous pointer management [7] will call g2l and ptr_wr function on each read and write to stack data pointer $p$ in $F2$ respectively, even if these memory accesses are to the same memory location. On the other hand, our approach only inserts g2l before the first read and ptr_wr after the last write of $p$, and redirect the other memory request to the local buffer g2l_p created by the g2l function call. With such a
policy, we can avoid redundant memory allocation and DMA requests.

When `g2l` or `ptr_wr` function is called, the compiler needs to pass the size of the stack variable in case of triggering DMA transfers. When there are multiple possible sizes, we need to use the maximal possibility. For example, a function may be called at two different cites with two array-type arguments of different sizes. In this case, since we do not know from which call site control will flow at run-time, we have to use the size of the larger array. While this approach may transfer more than necessary data if at run-time the control flow comes from the function with the smaller array, using the maximum size will not affect the correctness of the program being executed.

Fig. 7: The compilation process of benchmarks used in experiments.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Improvement Over The State Of The Art

We compare our pointer management with the state-of-the-art pointer management proposed by [7], on top of the latest stack frame management technique Smart Stack Data Management (SSDM) [8]. We implement the two approaches of stack management as passes in LLVM compiler infrastructure [22]. We compile benchmark applications from Mibench benchmark suite [6] with each of the two LLVM passes, then run and collect performance statistics of the execution of generated binaries in the Gem5 CPU simulator [23].

The compilation process of benchmarks is shown in Figure 7. All the compilations in our experiments are done with O3 optimization on. The LLVM passes are implemented at the Intermediate Representation (IR), a transitional stage between the translation from source code to machine language. In other words, our passes are independent of the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) used, and should work with different compiler back ends for code generation.

We build the SPM aside the main memory, and implement a DMA instruction for data transfers between them in the Gem5 simulator. The DMA cost in our experiments consists of the start-up cost and the transfer time. The start up cost includes all the time spent setting up the DMA transfer, and the transfer time is the time spent on transferring the requested data, which can be calculated by dividing the size of the data by the bandwidth. The CPU frequency is set to 3.2 GHz in the Gem5 simulator. The start up cost is set to 91 nanoseconds (about 291 CPU cycles), and the data transfer rate is set to 0.075 nanoseconds (0.24 CPU cycles) per byte of data [24] (4 bytes/cycle). These numbers are consistent with the parameters used in [8].

Table I shows the number of pointer management function calls introduced by the state-of-the-art pointer management and our approach (the first three columns under Previous Pointer Management and Our Pointer Management categories respectively). The numbers show that our approach almost completely eliminates calls to the pointer management functions, i.e. `l2g`, `g2l` and `ptr_wr`. For example, for `rijndael.encode`, the numbers of calls of `l2g`, `g2l`, and `ptr_wr` are reduced from 155940, 1442301, 28 to 1, 1, and 0 respectively. These results are for experiments on SMM architecture with the SPM size equal to the average of the minimum and maximum stack size for each application. We will explain our choice of the SPM size later.

The reduction of pointer management consequently reduces the execution time of applications. Figure 8 shows the normalized execution time of benchmarks using our approach over the previous approach. Our approach achieves on average 52% reduction of execution time. Notice that even for the benchmarks in which we do not achieve significant performance improvement, for instance, `adpcm.decode`, and `adpcm.encode` our pointer management still reduces the pointer management overhead. We get less improvement because the time spent on pointer management is insignificant compared to the execution time in these applications.

B. Comparable Performance Compared to Caches

On top of the comparison with the state-of-the-art stack management techniques for SMM architectures, we also compare the performance of our technique with hardware caching. We perform a conservative comparison with cache-based architectures. The cache-based system is configured to have a 4-way L1 data cache which only caches the stack data. All the other memory accesses are considered as cache hits. The
size of the cache is configured to be the smallest power of two greater than the SPM size. Also, we set the cache miss penalty to be the same as the DMA start-up cost. The overhead in a cache-based architecture is equal to the number of cache misses times the cache miss penalty. Meanwhile, the overhead of stack management in a SPM-based architecture includes both the time for executing the extra management instructions, and the time for DMA operations to move data. For each application, the SPM size is the average of the minimum and maximum stack size of the application (again the reason will be explained later).

Table I shows the stack management overhead caused by our approach on an SMM architecture (the fourth to sixth columns under Our Pointer Management category) versus that caused by hardware caching. The DMA transfers for benchmarks without pointer management are triggered by stack frame management. When the benchmark `rijndael.encode` is executed on the SMM architecture, our approach requires 87 management instructions and 2 DMA calls which transfers 2336 bytes of data. When this benchmark is executed on a cache-based system with the stack data being managed on a cache slightly larger than the SPM, it incurs 244983 misses. Therefore, even with the extra instructions, SPM management is still more efficient. Figure 9 plots the execution time of a benchmark on the SMM architecture, normalized to the execution time of the same application run on the cache-based system. The plot shows that our approach reduces the execution time by 12% on average.

### C. Choice of SPM Stack Size

Figure 10 shows the execution time of the benchmarks with three SPM sizes: the minimum required stack size (size of the largest stack frame in the application), the maximum possible stack size (sum of the sizes of all the stack frames), and their average. All of them are normalized to the execution time when using the minimum size. As the figure shows, while using the minimum size may cause longer execution, using the average size or using the maximum size are not much different.

This is because in all the benchmarks we used, the size of the largest stack frame is much larger than the others, so even if we only use the average SPM size (greater than the size of the largest stack frame), it is large enough to hold multiple small stack frames, which is able to eliminate pointer management for calls between these functions with small stack frames. However, if we only allocate the minimum required size (exactly equal to the size of the largest stack frame), and the function with largest stack frame happens to be called in the loop, there will be no other choices but to evict stack frames within the loop every time the function is called, which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>Previous Pointer Management</th>
<th>Our Pointer Management</th>
<th>Hardware Caching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#l2g</td>
<td>#g2l</td>
<td>#ptr wr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adpcm.decode</td>
<td>3428</td>
<td>2740</td>
<td>1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adpcm.encode</td>
<td>3427</td>
<td>2740</td>
<td>1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>1368874</td>
<td>2737731</td>
<td>1368866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patricia</td>
<td>104017</td>
<td>52763</td>
<td>3801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rijndael.decode</td>
<td>136447</td>
<td>1422796</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rijndael.encode</td>
<td>155940</td>
<td>1442301</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sha</td>
<td>5041</td>
<td>19827</td>
<td>12270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stringsearch</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susan.corners</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>242719</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susan.edges</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>550091</td>
<td>2716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susan.smoothing</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1630815</td>
<td>1535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
causes much higher overhead, such as `rijndael.encode` and `rijndael.decode`. Therefore, the average size is chosen to balance the execution time and SPM space used.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed an approach of pointer management on stack data for Software Managed Multicore (SMM) architectures. Our approach divides function calls of a program into groups based on the call graph and inserts pointer management functions only if a pointer to stack data is defined and used in two different groups. The experimental results demonstrate that our approach not only significantly improves overall performance compared to the state-of-the-art pointer management in stack management, but also delivers comparable performance over using the cache for stack data management.
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